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ABSTRACT
The integration of more and more functionality into the hu-
man machine interface (HMI) of vehicles increases the com-
plexity of device handling. Thus optimal use of different
human sensory channels is an approach to simplify the in-
teraction with in-car devices. This way the user convenience
increases as much as distraction may decrease. In this pa-
per a videobased realtime hand gesture recognition system
for in-car use is presented. It was developed in course of
extensive usability studies. In combination with a gesture
optimized HMI it allows intuitive and effective operation
of a variaty of in-car multimedia and infotainment devices
with handposes and dynamic hand gestures.

1. INTRODUCTION

[1] gives a comprehensive survey of existing gesture recog-
nition systems. The most important area of application in
the past was sign language recognition [2]. Due to fast tech-
nical evolution with increasing complexity of the HMI in
the last years, applications in the technical domain have be-
come more important. Examples are controlling of the com-
puter dektop environment [3, 4, 5], of presentations [6] and
operation of multimedia systems [7]. Especially in the car
domain new HMI solutions have been in focus of interest
[8, 9] to reduce distraction effects and to simplify the usage.
In usability studies, gesture controlled operation of a vari-
ety of in-car devices proved to be intuitive, effective [10, 11]
and less distracting than haptical user input with knobs and
buttons [12]. The presented approach nevertheless is part of
a multimodal system. In the following section a short intro-
duction to the whole system is given. Accordingly the single
components are presented. At the end, results are discussed
and an outlook about future work is given.

2. GESTURE INVENTORY

The used gesture inventory is fitted to the findings in usabil-
ity studies [10, 11], which makes it suitable to a mean user.
It consists of 22 dynamic gestures grouped to twelve ges-
ture classes (including one trash class) and six handposes
(including one trash class). The set of gestures consists
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Fig. 1. Examples out of the gesture inventory with possible
directions: ’wave to the left/right’(a) to change to the previ-
ous/next function, ’wipe’ (b) to stop a system action, ’point’
(c) to confirm and ’grab’ (d) for direct manipulation of e.g.
the volume.
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Fig. 2. GECOM in radio (a) and navigation (b) mode.

of dynamic referencing (e.g. ’pointing’), kinemimic (e.g.
’waving to the left/right/up/down’), symbolic (e.g. ’point-
ing’ for ”engage”) and mimic (e.g. ’lift virtual phone’) ges-
tures. Handposes like for example ’grab’, ’open hand’ or
’relaxed’ were added to the inventory to allow additional
functionality inside the user interface. In figure 1, some ex-
amples out of the gesture inventory are given.

3. OVERVIEW

The predescribed gestures are used to control the gesture
optimized HMI GECOM (GEsture COntrolled Man machine
interface) [13] (see figure 2). It has functionality of a navi-
gation system, multimedia and communication devices. The
gesture recognition system consists of different processing
stages as shown in figure 3. In the feature extraction stage,
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Fig. 3. Overview: Gesture recognition system

the hand is segmented from the background and gesture de-
scribing features are calculated (see section 4). With these
features handpose recognition is performed (see section 5.1).
Depending on the recognized pose there are two possible
modes - direct and indirect manipulation.

3.1. Direct Manipulation Mode
As long as the handpose ‘grab‘ is performed, continuous
trajectory data (see table 1) of the hand is sent to GECOM.
This direct manipulation is used to control functions that
are inconvenient to use with single dynamic gestures like
adjusting the music volume or moving a navigation map in
3D [13].

3.2. Indirect Manipulation Mode
The mode for indirect manipulation is activated by the hand-
pose ‘open hand‘. The next recognized dynamic gesture
(see section 5.2) is sent to GECOM. Each dynamic gesture
input is used to execute one command in GECOM. A con-
tinuous spotting approach would fail, because some of the
gestures out of the inventory are as common (e.g. ‘to the
left‘, ‘to the right‘) that they could be used casually by the
driver while talking to other people inside the car.
Indirect manipulation can be achieved with special hand-
poses, too. ‘Pointing‘ for example selects the displayed
item.

4. FEATURE EXTRACTION

For image acquisition, a standard CCD camera is mounted
at the roof with its field of vision centered to the mid con-
sole. This is the area where most gestures were performed
by test subjects in usability studies. As proposed in [9] the
camera is equipped with a daylight filter and the scene is il-
luminated by NIR LEDs (950nm) to achieve independence
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Fig. 4. Steps in hand segmentation: grabbed image (1a),
adaptive thresholding (1b), background subtraction (2a),
combination of background subtraction and thresholding
(2b)

from ambient light as well as to prevent the driver from be-
ing disturbed. Fields are grabbed with 25fps at a resolu-
tion of 384*144 to avoidframe combthat would destroy the
features in case of fast hand movements . For spatial seg-
mentation, it is assumed that the hand is a large object that
does not belong to the background and is very bright be-
cause of the NIR illumination. Thus, on the original image
background subtraction is performed to remove pixels not
belonging to the hand. The so processed image is multi-
plied with the gray values of the original image to consider
the brightness. The resulting image is then thresholded at
an adaptive levelT . At time stepn, with the original image
In[x, y] and the background imageBn[x, y], the hand mask
Ĩn[x, y] can be written as

Ĩn =

{
1 , In · |In −Bn| ≥ T

0 , else
(1)

Small objects are removed with cleaning operators. The
background image is updated in a sliding mean window
with every region that does not belong to the hand, to adapt
to changing background. Figure 4 illustrates the used seg-
mentation steps. After segmentation, aforearm filter[14] is
applied to remove the forearm´s influence on the features.
Moment based features like area, center of mass and Hu
moments [15] are calculated from the segmented image.



√
A ∆A C ∆C HU

handpose recognition - - - - +
dynamic gesture recog. - + - + +

direct manipulation + - + - -

Table 1. Features used for the different tasks. A: area, C:
center of mass, HU: Hu Moments.

5. RECOGNITION

A feature vector is formed for every image. It consists of
features that are necessary for the respective task (see Table
1).

5.1. Handpose Recognition
Since the handform is independent of area, position and
hand rotation, Hu moments are used for handpose descrip-
tion. For classification, the Mahalanobis-Distance between
the actual feature vector and every class representing pro-
totype is calculated. To avoid a system reaction on casual
handposes, the distances are smoothed by a sliding window
filter. The reciprocal values (scores) of the smoothed dis-
tances are finally transformed into confidence measures as
described in section 5.3.

5.2. Recognition of Dynamic Gestures
In dynamic gestures the handform as well as the relative tra-
jectory contains relevant information. Not only one vector,
but a vector stream has to be classified. In the first stage,
the vectors containing the gesture are cut out from the vec-
tor stream with amovement detectionthat uses the deriva-
tives of the movement features (area, center of mass). In the
second stage the cut feature vector sequence is fed to Hid-
den Markov Models (HMMs) [16]. Here semi-continuous
HMMs are used because of their low quantity of parameters
and smooth vector quantisation. The viterbi search through
the models delivers a score for every model (representing a
gesture) given a feature vector sequence. These scores are
transformed into confidence measures as described in sec-
tion 5.3.

5.3. Confidence Measure
A Maximum-Likelihood decision about the handpose or dy-
namic gesture based only on the best match is relatively un-
certain. A measure is needed to show how safe the decision
for the best match is - regarding the output of every model
given a vector or a vector sequence. Further this measure
should spread between zero and one to resemble a probabil-
ity. With the number of existing gesture classesN and class
i delivering the best match, the measure

ci =
scorei∑

j∈N scorej
(2)

Fig. 5. Recognition rates for handpose recognition over the
order of used Hu moments for building the feature vector

fits to our demands and delivers good results with the de-
scribed classifiers. When the best score is high and the other
scores are low thenc → 1. When every score is equal then
c = 1

N . Now for every class a threshold is defined above
which the recognition is accepted. Below this threshold it is
rejected.

6. RESULTS

The recognition results are preliminary results for offline
recognition with datasets from one person.
For the evaluation of the handpose recognition 500 datasets
per class were collected. 250 datasets were used to train the
prototypes and 150 datasets to test the recognition perfor-
mance. In figure 5 the recognition rate over the feature vec-
tor dimension is shown. With increasing the accuracy of the
handpose description, the recognition result is increasing.
Some poses (e.g. ‘grab‘, ‘open hand‘, ‘pointing‘) already
show very good recognition rates (95%) with low feature
dimensions. Other poses (e.g. ‘hitchhiker left‘, ‘hitchhiker
right‘) are very similar with respect to the Hu moments (ro-
tation invariance!) and can only be seperated in a higher
dimensional feature space. To achieve accurate results us-
ing the described methods, the forearm filter proved as a
precondition. The so achieved recognition results nearly
reach those using hand segmented pictures. The evalua-
tion of the dynamic gesture recognition system was done
with 20 datasets per gesture. 13 sets were used to train the
HMMs and seven to test the recognition. The HMMs con-
sist of seven states, because the duration of some gestures is
sometimes as short as seven frames. Given a simple forward
structure, not more than seven states can be used. Since the
recognition rate is 100% when using the first two Hu mo-
ments in addition to the relative trajectory and a codebook
consisting of 128 prototypes, no figure is included.
The results show, that the gesture recognition works very



well for both handpose and dynamic gesture recognition
when it is adaptet to a single user. False rejection and accep-
tance levels have not been tested so far with the presented
confidence measure, because of the lack of multiple user
data. Future work will be an online evaluation with dif-
ferent subjects while controlling GECOM to get an overall
result. A gesture controlled HMI should only be part of a
multimodal HMI in which the user is allowed to control ev-
ery functionality with the optimal modality (haptics, speech,
gestures). The so build HMI will enable the user to handle
complex multimedia systems like in-car devices in an intu-
itive and effective way while driving a car.
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